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This retrieval work is in two parts. 
 
PART 1 
 
Answer all questions A-L. You should set up an Eclipse project and create one package for each of the questions. Name 
the packages as follows: package_a, package_b, and so on.  
 
A Study slides 8 to 15 of slide set F, wk 1. Write a class named Village with one instance variable population of type 

int having a fixed value of 500. Create a Village object named Onslow. Output its population using 
Onslow.population. 

  
B Study slides 10 to 15 of slide set A, wk 4 (Encapsulation). Write a class named Town having one instance variable 

named population of type int and also having a setter and getter method to set and get the population. Create Town 
objects named Guildford and Weybridge. Using the setter method give Guildford a population of 100000 and 
Weybridge a population of 50000. Then using the getter method to output the populations of Guildford and 
Weybridge.  

 
C Study slides 16 to 24 of slide set A, wk 4 (Encapsulation). Write a class named City having one instance variable 

named population of type int and a getter method to get the population. Include a constructor to set the city 
population. Create City objects named London (population 7000000) and Birmingham (population 1000000): these 
populations MUST be set using the constructor.  Then, using the getter method to output the populations of London 
and Birmingham. 

  
D Study slides 16 to 24 of slide set F, wk 1, particularly the Square Frame program, slides 19-23. The area of a circle 

is pi*(radius)2.  Write a class called Ring to represent a ring made up from an outer circle and a central circular hole.  
Let a Ring object have one instance variable ringRadius which is the ring's outer radius whose value MUST be 
assigned by a constructor. Assume that the outer radius of a Ring object cannot change but that its hole radius can 
change. Write an instance method for the Ring class named ringArea which has one parameter holeRadius and which 
returns the area of a Ring object for a specified hole radius. In your main method demonstrate the use of your Ring 
class by creating two Ring objects of different outer radii. Choose two hole radii. For each Ring object output the 
ring areas for each hole radius, i.e. four areas to be output altogether. You may choose your data types. You need not 
check that holeRadius < ringRadius. 

 
E The surface area of a cylinder is length * pi * diameter and the volume is length*pi*0.25*(diameter)2.  Write a class 

called Cylinder which has two instance variables named  length and diameter of type float where all measurements 
are given in centimetres.  Include a constructor to initialise these two instance variables and add a default constructor 
which sets length to 100.0 cm and diameter to 2.2 cm. Include instance methods named area and volume which 
return the area (in sq cm)and volume (in cubic cm) of a Cylinder object respectively. In your main method create a 
Cylinder object of your choice and a default Cylinder object and use your instance methods to output their areas and 
volumes. 

 
F This question is intended to reinforce your understanding of overriding of instance methods. There are no instance 

variables, only instance methods. For simplicity, use integers throughout. Study slides 8 and 14 -18 of week 6 slides 
set A (Inheritance). The labour charge for building any type of garden path is 70 pounds per metre. In addition there 
is a material charge of 20 pounds per metre for a standard surface. Write a class StandardPath with no constructor, 
but having two instance methods with signatures int labourCharge (int length) and int materialCharge (int length) 
which return the integer values 70*length and 20*length respectively. A path with a coloured surface has a material 
charge of 30 pounds (instead of 20 pounds) per metre but the labour charge is unchanged. Write a class 
ColouredPath with no constructor but just one instance method having the signature int materialCharge (int length) 
[the same signature as for the equivalent method in the class StandardPath] which returns 30*length. Your 
ColouredPath class should inherit from your StandardPath class. Let your main method create a StandardPath and 
a ColouredPath object. Demonstrate inheritance and overriding by outputting the labour charges and material 
charges for a ten metre and a two metre path of both types. I.e. four different paths to be considered.    



 
G Write a class Pipe which inherits from Cylinder in question E. The Pipe class should have one additional instance 

variable over Cylinder named date which is of type int and is the year of a pipes’s installation. Assume that a default 
pipe has all measurements the same as a default cylinder in question E and was installed in year 2000. Provide a 
constructor whose parameters initialise the properties of a pipe and also a default constructor to initialise the 
properties of a default pipe (use the constructors of Cylinder as appropriate). Provide a getter method to get the date 
of a pipe’s installation. Assume that a thin pipe has a diameter of 1.5 cm and a fat pipe has a diameter of 2.8 cm. Let 
your main method create a thinPipe and a fatPipe object with respective lengths of your choice and also a 
defaultPipe object. A painter needs to know the surface area of these three Pipe objects and an engineer needs to 
know the date of their installation. Using the appropriate methods available to the Pipe class, output these six values 
(i.e. two values per Pipe object). Let the user of your program input the required speeds. 

 
H A barrel manufacturer needs to know both the surface area (for painting) and the volume of a cylindrical barrel.  

Write a Barrel class which inherits from the Cylinder class in question E. There are no additional instance variables 
and the Cylinder class constructors should be used to initialise the instance variables inherited by Barrel (hint: use 
super as you see fit).   The surface area of a barrel is equal to the surface area of its cylindrical side plus the areas of 
the two circular ends: provide an area instance method which overrides the area instance method of the class 
Cylinder. On the other hand the volume of a barrel is exactly the same as the volume of the equivalent cylinder, thus 
the volume method in Cylinder can be inherited. Assume that a default barrel has the same measurements as a default 
cylinder. Let your main method create two Barrel objects, one with measurements input by the user and the other a 
default barrel. Output the surface areas and volumes for these two Barrel objects. 

 
I Study slides 7 - 21 of week 6, Slide set B (Array Lists and Wrappers). Recall also the City class you wrote for 

question C. Write a Java program which creates a sequence of City objects and adds them to an array list. Use an 
appropriate ArrayList method to output the size of the array list. Next, invite the user to specify (i.e. type in) different 
positions of the array list, extract each such city from the array list in order to output its population.  

 
J Study slide set A week 7 (Input and Output), particularly slides 8, 10, 12 and 17-24. Write a Java program which 

uses the Scanner class to read an unknown number of  floating point values from a file into an array until no values 
are left [use Scanner  method hasNext ( )].  Make your screen output state the number of values read. Output 
alternate values from the file to another file. Let the path names of the input and output files be specified as keyboard 
input by the user. Include both files with your submitted work. Hint 1: you will need to use try/catch. See wk 1, slide 
set C, Programming languages 2.  Hint 2: Eclipse treats file names as files in your project unless the user types a 
types a full path name. 

 
K Study the abstract class opposite for some unspecified geometrical shape. Write 

two classes Square and Triangle which inherit from Shape. Provide appropriate 
area methods. [Note that the area of a square is side * side and the area of an 
equilateral triangle is 0.433f  * side * side.] 

 
 Provide a main method creating two Square objects and two Triangle objects, one 

with a side of your choosing and one a default object for each class. Use the getter 
and area methods to output the sides and areas of your two Square and Triangle 
objects (eight values output altogether). 

 
L Study the interface Perimeter. Produce new versions of your classes Square and 

Triangle of Q8 named BetterSquare and BetterTriangle which implement the 
Perimeter interface. BetterSquare and BetterTriangle should provide appropriate 
respective instance methods named totalSides which  sum the sides of a square and 
equilateral triangle respectively. Have a new 'better' class with a main method 
creating two BetterSquare objects and BetterTriangles objects, like Q7. This new 
main method should output the eight values output in Q7 and the four perimeters.   

 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 

public abstract class Shape  
{ 
  protected int side; 
  Shape (int side) 
  { 
    this.side = side; 
  } 
  Shape ( ) 
  { 
    side = 2; 
  } 
  public abstract float area ( ); 
  public int getSide( ) 
  { 
    return side; 
  } 
} 
 

public interface Perimeter  
{ 
  abstract public int totalSides ( ); 
} 



PART 2 
 
You are also required to complete a larger programming task. 

 
In this project you should endeavour to make full use of your object oriented programming knowledge. This should include 
inheritance and (where possible) use of abstract classes and interfaces. 
 
An individual project title will be sent to you by email. You will have no choice in the project that you are allocated. 
 

• Create a new java project to support PART 2. 
• Write a brief report describing the main data structures in your program. You can do this using UML diagrams if 

you wish. 
 
 
How do I submit my work? 
 
You are required to submit three things: 

1.  one .jar file for PART 1 
2.  one .jar file for PART 2 
3. PDF of your report for PART 2 

 
We will run the code that you submit in order to see that the required output from the programs has been generated. 
 
Please email items 1, 2, and 3 above to Helen Treharne (h.treharne@surrey.ac.uk) and Jackie Gallagher 
(j.gallagher@surrey.ac.uk) by 12:00 Monday 24th August. 
 
 
If you have any questions regarding the submission method then please contact Helen Treharne in good time (not the 
weekend before the deadline).  


